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■'ÖSöV, lofl-S/b 

ON THE'REDUCTION OF THE DEAD. WEIGHT  OF. STRUCT UREA 
: '■"'-.■-  COMMUNIST  CHINA -" ■■ 

^iF^lIowin^ ia the Translation .of.;.an article   A 
written by Wang Ta-tsun,  of the Construe-    ; 

tion and Installation Office,  Departmental. 
;ÖfficV of 'the' Construction Engineering'Min- ■    • 

■;'.'•";'jstry,   in-T'u-mu Kung-ch*eng Hsneh-pao (Civil En- • -\n: 
: /•■   gineeririg JoSrnal), Peiping, Ho 5tW^l'V9 I»?»]-   ' ' 

-•'-  Editor's note: Thi3'article offers a number■ 
of opinions concerning the reduction of tbe dead 

:-weight of structure and it is hoped that these ideas 
will attract greater discussion and further research. 

In construction Engineering, great efforts .have been 
put into the reduction Of the dead weight of.structure. This 
is one of the' important itemö in the. content of the present• 
technical reform and technical,revolution,movement. At 
this year1s All-China Enlarged Construction Engineering Con- 
ference, sponsored by, the Construction Engineering Ministry 
and attended by all provincial construction engineering com- 
mlssiohers and municipal or hsien construction engineering \ 
bureau chiefs, ?ie.e-Minister ¥ang Gh'uh-mab made definite 
demands and gave valuable Instructions concerning this ^pro- 
blem. Accordingly, $he problem of hew to attain the reduc- 
tipn of the dead weight of structure has now become one b~t>' 
the most importantfactors that attracts the attention of 
all construction engineers .in China and it is also the most 
interesting problem. This article tries to discuss the pro- 
blem of reducing the dead weight of structure from the po- 
sition of a designer, .©wlhg to the limitation of his know- 
ledge, the writer tflay* have entertained erroneous views; for 
which he'asks his. readers' indulgence. 

1. The Meaning of Reducing the Dead Weight of Structure 

The reduction of dead weight of structure has a very 



important meaning to the national eöonomy. As far as oon* 
struction engineering is concerned, it is a very important 
measure in the implementation of the Party's socialist con- 
struction and general line« The reasons Why this problem 
has attracted so muoh attention are: 

After the dead weight of structure has been reduced, 
its first effect is the economy of a- grea^, amount of con- 
struction materials*' At the same time, owing to the fact 
that structural dead weight generally constitutes a very 
large proportion of the' total load supported by the construc- 
tion structure, after the dead weight has been reduded; the 
size of the oross-sectlon of the^construction structure will 
be correspondingly reduced, thereby the amount of materials 
used will be also reduced. 

I There are many merits in the economy of^construc- 
tion materials!. (1) Such an economy will better resolve the 
contradiction between China's enormous task of capital con- 
struction and the inadequate supply of construction materi- 
als. It  structural dead weight were reduced and less con- 
struction materials were used, 70-80$ materials would be 
able to complete a 100$ task.       «:.. 

.    '.(2) It will reduce the amount of labor and expendi- 
ture used for the. production, transportation and installa- 
tion of the amount of construction materials that has been 
economized. Especially, the amount of labor and expendi- 
ture consumed in the transportation of oonstruot.ion materials 
is very enormous. The most .commonly used construction materi- 
als, such as brioks, tiles, ;lime, sand, stones, etc.;,',are ■■,- 
very heavy and bulky, thus, the amount of labor.required,for 
their transportation is, Ve'ry large... 

For example, take the case of the Construction Min- 
istry, if the 'structural dead weight of all the construc- 
tion tasks undertaken .by this Ministry pan be reduced by .,; 
10$ oh an annual basis,,8-10 million tons of construction 
materials will be economized. This means an economy of 
270,000^330,000 freight cars that would otherwise be re- 

' quired to. transport the :amount of construction materials 
so reduced, or the economy of 1,600,000-2,000,000 heavy ->. 
5-ton truoks; : In turn this means .a great relief of the pre- 
sent obngested conditions in transportation. 

V |3):'It will reduce the manufacturing costs of pon- 
' struction structures. At Present, .materials constitute.60- 
80$ of the total manufacturing cost of .structures. /There- 
fore, the reduction'of construction materials will be a 
very important factor in reducing the total cost of a build- 
ing' structure's.-''      ;.'...-'\;;:vv;'/■.:'• '••.'J-:.:'■•>•■. ;■;■'.,  •-■.■•■    ■' ' 

If we regard the reduotion of structural dead weight 



as merely a means t^löonomize cbnstruötiöiri materials and 
to lower the cost of~£  buildin* projept, i>his,is hot enough. 
We, must take note:, the reduction öf structural- dead weight 
means the reduction M vjstr^ctmrä ö^öls^seetl'onv which-in 
turn means greater ;Spad<e' tqk Effective use afforded by the 
.building. To use light-weight materials to reduce: struc- 
tural dead weightywill also raise structure ability to keep 
heat and heighten,its sound-proof effect, 

, In addition*, in an earthquake zone, Special consider- 
ation, must be given to the reduction of structural dead 

, weight because, in such areas the structure must Support a 
very large, horizontal earthquake load. Owing to"this very 
large horizontal earthquake load, not only preventive mea- 
sures must be adopted but the cross-section of the load 
supporting structural members must also be increased. Under 
general conditions,;the horizontal earthquake load is in 
direct proportion to structure load; therefore, 'if the struc- 
tural dead weight were reduced, the horizontal earthquake 
load can also be reduced.1 If aluminum alloy thin plates 

;.and high.efficiency heat-proof and sound-proof materials 
'can be made.Into thin plates as roofing materials, suoh a 
roof, as compared to a reinforced concrete roof, Is lighter 
by 90-93^ and the horizontal earthquake load due to the 
dead weight of the roof will be lowered by 67-75$. 

., The reduction of structural dead weight will also 
hasten .the speed of installation. With similar hoisting 
crane, equipment,, greater pre-fabricated structural members 
can be hoisted,<for instance, large floor slabs that can 
cover the entire area of a room or the pre-fabricated struc- 
ture of an entire room. Under such conditions,.the speed 
of .construction can be greatly accelerated. 
-' '.'...■■'..:.: . Summarizing the above facts, the reduction of struc- 
tural dead, weight can definitely fulfill the goals of "more, 
faster,, better and cheaperV . Therefore, great efforts have 
been;: exerted to; seek- various means to reduce the dead weight 
of structure. This is the most important task that confronts 
our construction designers today. ' 

2. Ways to' -Reduce. the Dead Weight of Structure 

There are;many/ways in which the reduction of struc- 
tural de ad-weight can be"accomplished. Foreign and Chinese 
designers have accumulated. much.'experlence. in China, Har- 
bin designed and: built,the new; technical building, using 
pumice stones :as, aggregate .in silicated floor slabs and slag 
silicated block wails. As compared with the ordinary buildings, 



the structural dead weight of this new.building is.reduced 
by more'than 30$. In foreign; countries, especially, In the 
Soviet Union, .great, attention ,1s given to the reduction of 
structural dead weight.' At presentj'the dead weight of ci- 
vil buildings haö been reduöed from' 2,5 tons to 1.1, tons 
per square meter, while the''lowest dead weight for residen- 
tial houses is only, 0.76 ton per square meter. It is planned 
thai Within seven-years, ih0 average reduction,of dead weight 
of structure and.buildings will be more,than 30$, ' Eaoh'year, 
the amount'of materials: economized will be lOQ-lSO million 
tow;. -Here* according; to experiences that are already'un- 
derstood, are .several Important ways to.reduce the dead 
.weight of structures:: . 

>'■■    (1) improve building load supporting structural mem- 
bers so as' to. fulfill the goal of reducing the. dead weight 
of structures...       ■■•,-■■.-. ,: 

■,-■■■■■■.'   In the .entire deadweight of the building, the dead 
weight of the load supporting structural members .constitutes 
70-80$> the rest is the weight contributed by decorations 
and equipment;- therefore, the .principal way to reduce the 
dead weight of structures lies .in the reduction of deady. 
weight of the load ^supporting: structural members.  . ".'' ,"•■ 

■<.'■■   (A)'Adopt a reasonable design -for. the structural 
arrangement.. A reasonable.-design for the structural arrange- 
ment will reduce the dead weight of the structure; thus, 
when the design for:the structural arrangement is made, a 
careful comparison and selection must b© made. 

In industrial construction, a reasonable design for 
structural arrangement should .observe the following factors: 
(a) Statistical data.show that the squarer the external form 
of the area occupied by a plant building becomes,, the. great- 
er the' dead weightv.of. the structure is reduced. . But under 
general conditions,.the dimensional length of a single-story 
plant building1s area along the distance of columns is 
generally greater than the.span., In order to make the mea- 
surements of the area come closer to the shape of'a square, 
the dead load of the structural members of a multiple-span 
plant building is usually lighter than that of the structur- 
al members of the single-span plant building. The dead 
weight of the structural members of a single-story two-span 
plant building is generally lighter than that of the struc- 
tural members, of the single-span plant building by about 20$, 
while the dead weight of the structural members of the three- 
span plant building is again lighter than that of the struc- 
tural members of the two-span plant .building by. about 10-15$« 
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Accordingly* we muät dö our utmost to combine all. 
those smaller plant buildings ^liat: Muse similar1 productive 
operations or Slo&ely related-.activities» or scattered de- 
partments, smaller' ipani into % larger plant building.  . 
Under such conditions; ^bi: number *>f; 'walls that 'are built 
to protect the structural members,can be reduced. At the 
samd time, because the number of -columns albrig.the'direc- 
tion of the span is increased, it is,favorable.to the sup- 
port ing strength of, the cross-wise framework's?..',thus,, ■ the 
cross-section'Of the columns can be reduced. As-'..£■ result, 
the dead weight of the structure is also, reduced.': In addi- 
tion, a Combined plant building will raise the modulus of 
the buildlngfe' construction area, reduce the ■ ground,, space 
of the plant building itselfi and lessen the length of the 
engineering pipe-lines^ •public utility pipe-lines and ad- 
jacent roads. - . V-    -..,-;■ ■■■■■■: ■       . " '.-.''■'' 

" ./(h) The measurement for the network ;of' columns 
in an industrial plant building, must be appropriately en- 
larged. ' Such an arrangement will better suit", the develop- 
ment of productive techniques and the active installation 
Of equipment and also enable the structural dead weight 
to be reduced to the ■■minimum-. Economic comparison shows 
that in a multiple-span plant building with no ■bridge-type 
cranes, the most ideal distance; between columns is ,'i2; 
meters and the most ideal width for spans is 18 to 24 meters. 
Where there is suspended transportation equipment, 'the dis- 
tance between, columns should be,12 meters. But on the sup- 
porting structure, there should be a truss structure erect- 
ed at six meter intervals. Such a design is more suitable. 
In a multiple^-span plant building with bridge-type cranes, 
the distance-between columns should be 6-12 meters and,the 
Width of span should be 18 meters» ■.     ';-','' 

(c) The space arrangement of an industrial plant 
building should be typical and simplified. In one plant 
building, the spans and height should be of uniform mea- 
surement so that there- will- be no varying measurements in 
the pre-fabricated' structural members. 3h the past,, it was 
usually assumed that in order to. reduce,the volume of a 
plant building, its transverse section should be constructed 
in such a way where there would be varying heights, formu- 
lating a so-called "effective shape". But, in reality, 
this is incorrect*^ According to analysis, such an arrange- 
ment may reduce plant building volume to ;a certain degree, 
but under most conditions, the varying heights "-of the trans- 
verse section.render the construction of the structure more 
complicated and the. loading distribution of the transverse 
direction framing becomes more serious and as a result, 



production cost will be' higher.  - 
:.As to the problem of whethe'ivthe'plant building 

should be constructed on the basis of one, story or!of mul- 
tiple stor-iis, it should be' decided' on the/ basis of the aot- 
ual conditions. .• In general,,: one-story;-.plant, buildings are 
more economical than ^he mult iple- story .'buildings ♦ -For in- 
stance, a Soviet chemical industry one-story plant building 
(span 18 meters,/height 5-6 meters) has a construction cost 
of 400 rubles per square meter, while the cost for multiple- 
story plant.building is at• 500 rubles per square meter.. Con- 

"sequently, if the construction .project is not limited by 
ground space, it is not advisable to use the narrow (less 
than 24-30 meters).multiple-story plant building design. 

In many cases .where .the.production process .consists 
of a vertical production procedure, it is better tö change 
the process into a horizontal production procedure so that 
the plant building.can. be changed into a one-story :,buildlng. 
At the same time, whenever.the ioad is greater[than■I-1.5 
tons per square i-me'ter, ;a'one-story plant building should be 
adopted. ■ •' '■'-.'■ 

(d) In designing' industrial plant buildings, there 
is another effective method to reduce the dead weight of 
the structure. This .method:.stresses the importance of separat- 

.. ing the beam structural members of -the' bridge-type cranes 
*  from the load supporting .structural members of the plant 

' building in the design'. ^Acoording to Soviet statistics, the 
four-span one-story plant building (the network of columns 
18x6 meters, length 150 meters, height 8 meters) without 

- bridge-type cranes has a structural :dead weight of 100$, . 
while a similar plant building that has'a 5-10 ton crane has 
ä structural dead weight of.116%,■  another similar plant build- 
ing that has a 15-20 ton crane iiäs a structural dead weight 
of 122$, still anfcttÄJ*'. similar plant building that has a 30 
ton crane has a .structural deadweight ,of .126$. The reason 
that the dead weight of structure continues to increase lies 
in the fact that there is the load of the crane equipment 
erected on the-plant building.structure, increasing the in- 

...ternal supporting strengthpf the columns and enalrging the 
: oross-seotion of the columns,. At the same time, with the 
crane beams, crane rails,and the repair platform and other 

. such structural members,-''the height of  the plant building 
must be correspondingly reaised and haunched construction 
must be added to the columns., Of bourse,, at present, the de- 
sign for those.plant buildings that have bridge-type qraneB 
riot only, has t&e weakness of having an. increased dead weight 
of structure but alsovhas^tlie limitation of beam span for the 
crane. As #uoh, the distance between the columns cannot be 
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extended,: restridting these plant buildings from many-.use's i ■ 
Now, because «of .this 'f^ict, the 'tt^end in iih# Soviet, Union is 
not' .to' use 'the: torid-s^type'. cr'aheSä ihöide plant' .^buildings for 
internal transpo.rtat.iöii but to uie vsmäil:^6Mcle;s,^.or. con-* 
tinuoUs transportatibii e'q'ülp'ffi^hty., or the newJelectriGally 
operated tackle blocks, or door^type cranes, or .air-compress- 
ed transportation lines and hanging cranes tö substitute for 
the bridge-type cranes, Special.attention must be given to 
this.:faet, : 

(e) In • one-story plant buildings,, the /"\ shape or 
A  shape .sky-light structure should hot'be adopted.because 
theöe types of-structures have many weaknesses.. First of 
all, they have;sky-light frames, sky-light side walls:and 
the structural members of the end partitions,, which increase 
the load of the roof and at the same time,' these structures 
aggravate the ;serious load distribution on thevbuilding 
frame works, changing'them from receiving an even load to 
supporting a concentrated load. As a result, the; materials 
for building frame must be increased and the structural dead 
weight is correspondingly increased.^ 

/Hot only this, but after f\   shape or A shape; ,sky-: 
lights are'erected, there will be an additional load from ■. 
the wind; and snow.; the former is brought about by the in- 
creased building area while the latter is caused by the  • 
snow piled on the side of the sky-lights. This ■',is quite a 
serious problem in places where the climate is very cold. 
If flat top sky-lights or roofs, no.'skyVlights are used,.the 
above-mentioned weaknesses will be eliminated and,further- 
more,; the construction cost for the ^oof will be lowered by 

■15-20%. , In cold climate areas, such roof structures will 
reduce the possibility of losing heat through the glass 
structure of the: sky-lights and the cracks"in the sky-light 
panels. Loss through such means is generallymore than 50%  . 
of the total heat lost through the entire supporting- strue-, 
ture of the plant building* 

• (f). In certain Industries, some enterprises are 
operated by.equipment that are installed in open-air or 
partially open-air:areas:and do not require plant buildings 
to house or partially housing the technical equipment. Such 
enterprises naturally economize a great amount of<construc- 
tion materials.. This method of not housing or partially 
housing the equipment in the plant buildings brings another 
convenience to production, because it enables the enterprise .- 
to transform its structure readily, and at the same time,; 
the construction of such an enterprise can be done rapidly. , 
Thoughthis is. the most thorough method to reduce the dead 
weight of structures, most enterprises now (miAch more so In 



the future) oännot adopt this" method because their equipment 
and products oannot he operated and manufactured in the'open- 
air areas. According to• present experiences, such enter- 
prises as the cement factory, mining enterprise, heat-re- • 
sistant materials plant, odrtain chemical industries arid ' 
roll refinery oan be operated In the open-air areas» '■--■. 
o  ;;'. ; In civil construction, under certain conditions, : 
the use of partition walls (internal walls) to support the 
load instead of relying wholly on the outside walls (exter- 
nal walls) is another/method to reduce the dead weight of 
structures. ' In designing the external walls, it is often to 
make them, very thick, not because they are required for their 
strength but beoause they are required to preserve heat» and 
as such, the materials so used are not employed to their \ 
fullest extent* .If. the internal walls are used to support' 
the load and light materials are used for the construction 
of the external walls,.the construction materials Will be.,. 
.used to 'their fullest extant, and the dead weight of the»,,; 
walls will be reduced. Not only this, but to use the- inter- 
nal walls to support the load will reduce the span of the 
floor slabs (along the surface of the rooms but not along 
the depth of the building), and will form a continuous multi- 
ple-; span series of slabs, whose thickness can be according- 
ly reduced.. 

. Calculations have shown that internal walls load 
supporting, as compared to external walls load supporting» 
reduces the dead weight, of structure by 160 kilograms per • 
square meter'., If there were 10,000,000 Bquare meters of 
residential houses constructed each year throughout the coun- 
try, there would be 1,600,000 tons of construction materials 
economized. Here attention must be called to the fact that 
internal walls load supporting does not under all conditions 
reduce the dead weight of structures as compared to the ex- 
ternal walls load supporting, but in the over-all design, 
an eoonomio comparison should decide the problem. 

In addition, to reduce the height of stories in re- 
sidential houses is another effective measure to reduoe the 

■dead weight Of structures. For instance, the height of a 
story reduced from three meters'to 2.7 meters will lessen 
the structural äead weight by 4-5$. In the Soviet Union, 
the height of a story has .been reduoed to 2.5 meter's. 

•(B) Adopt high efficiency structural forms to reduce 
the dead weight of structure. .'■', '',.'■ 

High efficiency structural forms can direotly but 
not indirectly distribute the load on the supporting struc- 
ture to foundations.' She internal load of'the structure is 
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an axial stress(but hot a bending . stredS. the high efficien- 
cy structural ft>^Äs, dan fully .\i|fcillz4 thö-'lo'ad ''carrying capa- 

' iterials fbfeÖausesMä lieiöc'iiö.n '-of the -struc-V . city of the materials _T,.. t,.  .T --r.- r,--.-, - ~ -— - , 
tuw&'.ffiflBHi is based ^dh1 tkli-.matb!riäis.i\Ät the 'same' time* 
the1 shape of their cross^sVMiioii i^.^eiaeratlj-composed of 
thin walls, hollowed cehig&, .- a1idV.,-curv0d surf ace■, but not, 
horizontal;'accordingly, the structural dead' weight is very 
small.- At present, those principal high efficiency struc- 
tural forms that' should be mentioned here are: . 

,--,■ In'the field of steel reinforced concrete-, structural 
members? '   ; -fV ';'■'■•■■- 

(a) Fabricated pre-stressed. steel reinforced con- 
crete structural members! .. Owing to the utilization of high 
strength steel materials and reinforced concrete, these 
structural members not only enable the structure to be'come 
better (in respect to■its ability to resist cracking,.have 
.better durability and to substitute for steel Structural 
members In large-spans), but also reduce the cross-section 
of the structural members, whereby the deadweight is also 
reduced. ; In an individual case where high strength steel 
material's and the No 1,000 reinforced concrete are used, it 
is possible to re'duce the dead weight of the steel reinforced 
concrete structure down to close to that of*a steel struc- 
ture (if Wo IjOOO reinforced concrete is useä to construct 

:an 18-meter span of pre-stressed frame-work, the weight of 
each unit lsV26& tons, which is equivalent to only 55^ of 
the weight,of a steel frame-work)» ' . 

!       (b) Shell structure: Owing to its ability to dis- 
tribute very rapidly the load of the roof to the external 

, walls that. support the structure, the internal load of the 
shell roof structure is principally an exlal stress (most 
of which is pressure' stress), so, the thin shell roof;Struc- 
ture can fully utilize the merits of the load carrying capa- 
city of reinforced concrete, uniting the roof structure load 
supporting ability and its protective function into one, so 
its thickness can be made very thin« At the same time, 
since the surface of the thin shell structure is a curve, 
its rigidity is very high. Owing to these 'advantages,. to 
use a,thin shell structure to cover a great span of a,roof 
is-an extremely favorable condition in reducing structural 
dead weighty This type of "high efficiency structural forms 
has become more obviously acknowledged by the general public. 
The existing problem is to create more up-to-date thin .shell 
forms, to develop'fabricated thin shell structures and to 
further simplify their-calculation, methods so that this type 
of structures will serve the construction industry better, 

.'(c). The 'structure of rolled plates: -'The structure 
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of rolled steel reinforced oohdrete plates is the most ef- 
fective structure in construction* These plates cah.be used 
in internal'and external'waljLsj pre--stressed floor slabs 
and roofing plates. Their st^uöture is formulated by steel 
reinforced concrete thin wai-L ribbed plates— shell plates. 
The external walls are erected by the Joining of two shell;, 
plates, in-between which a layer of asbestos for preserving 
heat is Inserted. The internal walls may use one shell, plate 
or may join two shell plates for their formation. Between" 
the shell plates/ dowels are inserted so that they can be 
easily welded together. These rolled plates give the fin- 
ished products a very high■ strength and an aocurate geome- 
tric measurement. They can make a thin wall as thin as one 
millimeter; thus they help to economize construction materi- 
als ■■'•'..•■•' ' 

When the framework is welded together, for each ,. 
square meter of living space, 0.334 cubic meter of concrete, 
and 26 kilograms of steel are used. If mineral slag rein- 
forced concrete plates are used'for the construction of; re*, 
sldential houses, the dead weight for each cubic meter is 
470 kilograms, while pottery aggregate reinforced concrete 
wall plates are used, the dead weight will be 370kilograms, 
and if rolled plates are used, the structural dead weight 
is/only 22'6 kilograms. This is a reduction of about oie'-thlrd 

■%$■ '$neV!ftalf * : '               ''.'.' 
'."*"•'• "The merit of a rolled plate structure not only lies 
In its ability to reduce the structural dead weight but also 
lies in the fact that the structural members can be produced 
on a factory basis, • reducing the amount of labor required 
for its production and installation, extending the measure- 
ments for the plate structure, and reducing the necessity of 
re-prooessing, beoause the surface of the plates, is very , 
smooth. -: ' ■ ■          '- 

All these facts help to hasten the speed, of construc- 
tion. At the same time, when these plates are rolled, heat 
is being generated so there Is no necessity to apply a steam 
operation; therefore-manufacturing time is shortened and 
plant production efficiency is also raised. ~. 

(d) The load carrying space structural unit: This 
type of structure is the most advanced type of fabricated 
strubture' for housing constructions. It is a single unit or 
a Complete fabricated room as a unit, being a hexagon box- 
shaped structural member. The internal decorations or equip- 
ment of the room are completely finished at the factory' and 
the completed room is" then transported to the construction 
area where it Is being erected. Such structural members 
can be used not only in residential homes but also in hotels, 
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public dormitories and hospitals. The space rigidity of these 
space structures-has been greatly: increased;ana, the load On 
the cross-wise and ..length-wii|, internal, walls iis also reduc- 
ed» The load Supporting capacity -of thö cohsirubtion materi- 
als is fully utilized. : Ä^i#Eitig^',".constructioh labor is' 
greatly lowered and the plant building is completed within : 

a shorter period of time. 
According to Soviet statistics,, residential, houses 

that are constructed.with these structural members have 
shown excellent .technical and economic, values:, compared 
with large-size wooden structures/4hd., large^size fabricated 
structures, .these fabricated K>om units have reduced, the 
dead weight by 140-180 kilograms per .cubic meter;.','the'amount 
of steel used for the construction, of houses per ,cubip meter 
is'4ö5-kilograms; the amount of labor used at the construe-, 
tion area is 0»4 labor day; and the amount ;of * reinforced'' ' 
concrete used is 0. 08 cubic meter.. „Not only, this» the adop- 
tion of these completed room units also .reduces the^qüänti- 
ty of installed structural, members "and a smaller'; variety 
of varying sizes of .'structural members. ."   ,-,'., 

For instance, to construct a.pre-fabricated large.. 
^ooden 'house, it needs more than 30 ■varieties of .structural; 
members of varying measurements, whereas the.construction of 
a load carrying, space structural unit needs only five vari- 
eties of structural members, of varying measurements.'This 
is advantageous t.o production based on a factory basis. 
Owing'to the nature of these completed room units," the com-' 
plicated installation of decorations, sanitary equipments.;/'. 
all are done in the factory where quality and the. high de- 
gree of industrialization can be guaranteed,, - .Consequently, 
these structure?s have a very promising future in their de- , 
velopment. . .:.' 

(e) Folded plate structure: The surface, of this 
structure is formed by many horizontal broken-lines. 'Basics 
ally it is similar to the thin shell structure and has many 
similar merits, but itsload carrying capacity is inferior. 
to that of the thin shell structure. However, it has\ cer- 
tain advantages that cannot.be paralleled by the thin shell 
structure; that is, because it is formed by horizontal'/ . 
plates, its mould plates can be constructed more easily. 
At present, folded plate structure is not very widely used. 

In steel reinforced concrete structures, besides 
the above several high efficiency structural forms, there 
are other forms for the cross-section of the structural 
members, '■ such as hollowed.center and thin wall structures, 
with which the goal of.reducing the structural dead weight 
may be fulfilled, The most commonly seen are the hollowed 
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floor, slabs arid the hollowed fabricated foundation blocks* 
According to Soviet experiences, to use hollowed blocks to 
construct a foundation can reduce the dead weight of a' strip- 
shaped foundation by more than 40$ and the construction cost 
by 30-40$. It can be safely predicted that the employment 
of hollowed thin-wall cross-section structure will be wide- 
ly applied in the future. 

'  In the field of steel structure: 
(a) Suspended structures, Suspended structures are 

moötly used in large-span roofing structures. In this type 
of structures, the principal load carrying structural mem- 
bers are the steel cables which support tjie stress; there- 
fore high strength steel cables are used as load carrying 
structural members, as such, the materials are used to their 
fullest extent and the amount of materials used is greatly 
reduced*: In addition, the materials used for the1 construc- 
tion of these 'suspended roofing structures are generally 
of light-weight nature, such as. wooden boards, water-proof 
painted corrugated .iron plates, plastics, light-weight re- 
inforced oonorete plates and silicated plates;~as the re- 
sult, the whole roof structure ,1s very light. Genrally, the 
Weight of such.roofing Struoture is about.100 kilograms per 
square meter, and compared with ordinary roofing structure, 
it is considerably lighter. At the same time, this type of 
structure can oover a great span, be formed easily, con- 
structed conveniently, and can be made in various beautiful 
shapes. With these merits, suspended structures have been 
widely used in China within the reoent years. 

■(b) Pre-stressed steel structure: Because of its 
,merits, such as high strength, light structure, arid manufac- 
ture on a factory basis, steel structures are very good con- 
struction materials. However, at present, China's steel 
production is not very great, so steel is reserved for use 
in those places where the need for steel is the greatest. 
Consequently, in the construction industry, steel reinforced 
oonorete should substitute for steel structures. Though the 
general trend may be so, certain economio departments (such 
as the metallurgical, chemical and heavy machinery manufac- 
turing Industrial departments) still must use the steel 
structures because of the needs arising, from the nature of 
production, arid the limitations arising from construction tech- 
niques.-- '■•'-■'•■.■■ ■.'.. 

In steel-structures, one of, the important measures 
to reduce structural dead weight ,is' the adoption of pre- 
stressed '-steel structures:. ..The .principle' for the construc- 
tion of this type'of structures is."somewhat similar to that 
for the construction of pre-stressed steel reinforced oonorete 
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struotures. Generally>: tlaer|: ire twö typeä' of conditions: '■ 
in one j the; material 'strength, irij thev structure.'.'has' aot been 
fully utilized,(such as be;5mfe}v thei^'ipi^e-stressed should be 
employed to adjust, the': internal, 1'Ö.äd' distribution'in the 
structure -so that., the- materlal^cah be fully, utilized« In ' 
another/ the material strengthen the structure has been 
fully .utilized (such.as trusses),, then, add a.high strength 
steel material to the structure to form a pulling .lever, so 

. as to counteract a part of» the .entire internal load in the 
original structure, thereby, the load carrying capacity of 
the structure can be increased. According to past experiences, 
pre-stressed'Steel structures can economize.30^40$ in steel 
materials and structural'dead weight is also Reduced« 

io)  Light-weight lever stee,i structurer Among, 
these structures, there are the thin-wall structures; the 
thin-plate box-shape structures-,, the cold-bent steel struc- 
tures and the steel pipe structures. The' light-weight steel 
'structures have'light-.dead weight, can,be joined together 
by simple welding and can be constructed easily, . These 
structures have a promising future for development, r''-. 

According to experiences gained by the German Demo- 
cratic Republic, a truss made by a light-weight steel struc- 
ture can be designed to use a similar amount of steel as 
that used in a steel re-inforce.d concrete structure.-; 

In the field of brick and stone .structure: 
(a)' Vibrated brick wall plate structure: Under pre- 

sent conditions in China, bricks are still the principal . 
materials used for load supporting and for the' structure of 
protective wltlls*  Indeed, they will, be superseded by: large- 
size wooden boards- and large-size light-weight fabricated 
plates. .However^ at present, when considerations are given 
to how to reduce the dead weight, of structures, the brick 
structure problem cannot be neglected. According to Soviet 
experiences, the present proportional weight of brick walls 
is still very great. Up.till 1955, the production of a com- 
mon brick wall in the Soviet Union still required about 50f0 
of the total :amount of construction materials for an entire 
wall. When in the Soviet Union the amount of materials is 
so great, in China,:the amount would be even greater.' : Thus, 
attempts must be made -.to reduce the dead weight of 'the. brick 
walls* '■ ■ ■.-/;■:.,,/;      ■■■.■:'..-■: l.   ;;>■'";;■■■'■. .' i'-.:. ■ ■ 

Vibrated brick wall plates are the new structures 
that will fulfill this goal. They are formed -by laying 
bricks in between mould boards, filled solid'with mortar 

• by vibration andpresslng. A heat.preserving layer may .be 
added to the large-size brick .wall plates, so that they can 
be used for the construction of external walls. 'These brick 
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walls plates have many merits; one of its principal' merit&•■ 
is the reduction of structural dead weight, of houses» T^e /"' 
dead weight of one cubic metfr öf.ordinary brick house is 
540 kilograms, while that Of öhe öÜDi.b meter öf vibrated w 
brick wall plate house is only 3ÖÖ kilograms;' The dead 
weight is reduced by more than one-third and the amount of 
bricks used is reduced by nearly two-thirds; Construction ; 
labor is also reduced by nearly One-half. The reason for . 
these reductions lies in the fact that at present, in ereoti- 
lng a brick building of less than five stories* the thick- 
ness of the external walls is designed'to meet the needs of 
heat preservation, so -they are far thicker than the actual 
need for load carrying. In general, about 75$ of the materi- 
als in the external brick walls are not fully utilized. 
Therefore, light-weight low heat-conduction materials Should 
be used to make a layer of heat preserving structure to sub- 
stitute for ordinary bricks. 

In the erecting of load carrying internal walls, the. 
work is generally not done properly, because the mortar.,.;'.. 
plaoed in between the bricks is not solidly pressed. As a" 
result,' the strength of the brick wall is weaker than the 
bricks and mortar by about two-thids. In.adopting the vi- 
brated brick wall plates, the solidity of the mortar increases 
the strength of the finished wall. This is the fullest uti- 
lization of the mechanical properties of the bricks so used. 
Consequently, it is possible to ereot walls of half-a-brick 
thickness to support the load of a building as high as five 
stories. Irt addition, in adopting the vibrated briok wall 
plates, it raises the degree of fabrication of wall struc- 
tures. In the manufacturing process, there is'no special 
equipment needed. Furthermore, wall decorations and paint- 
ing Can be done before the plates are constructed into Walls, 
so this is another advantage by which construction can be 
hastened. ■' •'■■■ 

,; '(b) IJon-reinforced brick thin shell: In using   • 
a suitable curve-shape structure, it is possible to turn the 
internal stress of the entire thin shell into a compresslye 
stress rather than a tensile stress. This type of.non- 
tensile stress thin shells can be wholly made of bricks and 
can be made in'a thickness one quarter that of a briok. 
This type of structure has the merits of the thin shell 
structures-as mentioned in the above discussion.. It is 
worthwhile to ;spread'this information. At present, this 
type of structure is quite widely used in Kwangtung Province, 
but the measurements for the non-reinforced brick1 thin shell 
that has been adopted in'construction are not' very large» 

(o) Make use Of advanced theories for structural 
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, calculations:' Advanced structural calculation theories al- 
so can reduce the1 dead welight Of structu^es^ , At present, ■■■. 
structural theories \5ased 0^ the'ultimate,, design calcula- 
tions are; very; ädVahÖeä ^theö^i^ $■'& :, They are. .far superior 
to : those1 that 'are ;feaseä^hv|t|^©#ähle'stress and failure 
condition calculations» ' Stilsf are more/ suited to actual 
structural' cohditions and can -fulfill more economical struc-* 
tural planning,' •According to statistics, a roofing • plate 
whose meakuremeiits are 1,5x6 meter, when it supports ä load 
of 6'50 ;kilograms per square meter, the. :dead weight of the 

„roofing -plate, in accordance with the ultimate design cal- 
culation, is 100$>-;but if it were based on the former method 
"of caleulation^'thede^d^weight of the roofing plate would 
be 119-12 #;'■' ■"        ■-,■■■■.•■.■■".■•■- 

:\"  When columns are supporting various types of loads, 
the dead weight,:based on the ultimate design calculation, 
is lOO'Si bu-b if it were^based on the former method of cal- 
culation, the dead weight would be 121-180$ (eccentric, load, 
without longitudinal bending), or 139-240$ (axial load, with- 
out longitudinal bending)„ It is obvious.that by applying 
adVahce;d structural calculation theories,, the reduction '.-■'. 
Of structural dead weight can also be attained. 

-(2) Adopt light-weight high-strength construction 
materials for load supporting and protecting structures in 
buildings so -as to reduce the dead weight of structures, 

Another-important way toreduce theidead weight of 
structures Is the;■ adoption of light-weight high-strength 
.construction' materials for load supporting and protecting 

; structures in buildingSo Several principal light-weight , 
high strength materials are discussed in the following: 

■ (A)1' High strength steel materials: Principally 
they consist Of:■(a) high strength steel wires; their maxi- 
mum' strength generality is 15,000-20,000 kilograms per square 
millimeter; (b) high strength-steel rods; their maximum 
.strength is'9,000-15,000 kilograms per square millimeter; 
(c) steel cables; this steel material has the merits possess- 
ed by the above two type's of steel materials. Steel cables 
are formed by binding a number of high strength steel wires 
together. They have ä high stress and a large cross-sec- 
.tion, so they not only economize on the amount of materials 
but are also convenient for construction, and at the same 
time they' are easily bonded toge%feer with reinforced con- 
crete, ';Furthermore, cables1 have a very good elasticity, 
which is. suitable for the pre-stressed fabrication of a 
curved, formation. •'' 

: '     • -(B) High grade reinforced concrete: The applica- 
tion of high grade reinforced concrete can lessen the cross 
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seotion of the .structural members and reduce the. dead weight 
of the structures« -The.jbanufa0turln5.-of;. No,- 1,000 reinforc- 
ed concrete house framing has been successful. : If -the. ■ •; 
strength of reinforced conctete can be further raised,, the 
dead weight of reinforced concrete> structures will,be .able; 

to match that of a.steel structure.  - 
(C) Steel mesh cement: Steel mesh, cement is a. 

new form of material,, formed by laying several layers of ■.,-..., 
steel mesh into a cement mortar,. As compared.to ordinary.= 
steel reinforced concrete, It has better Isotropie, anti- 
oreeplag, elastic and tensile strengths» At the.same time, 
the several layers of steel mesh inside the oement.will in- 
crease Its. internal adhesion and bond strength. The steel 
mesh also distributes the shrinkage of the cement mortar, 

; rendering the mortar, more solid, which has a better reaotion 
to penetration. With the several layers of steel mesh, the 
elasticity of the oeinentmortar Is raised so much so. that it 
can stand a certain degree of shook. 

. -The steel mesh is generally made of 0.5-1.5 decimllli- 
meter' steel wires, with the mesh holes of 10-15 deoimilli- 
meters. Generally,!the thickness of steel-wire mesh cement 
structure is 12-25 äecimlllimeters. If additional steel 
rods" are .inserted in the middle of the structure* the thick- 
ness can be increased to 60-100 declmlllimeters.. If steel 
wire mesh cement were adopted to make curved shape arch- 
type thin shell structures, the;dead weight would be only 
4O*.50/ü of that of the< common reinforced concrete. 

;••:....:(B) Pottery aggregate reinforced concrete: Pottery 
aggregate Is .an artificially manufactured porour light-weight 
aggregate material. Its quality is light and hard.; Its ■ 
surface is comparatively small. It has a low water absorb- 
ing rate, and does not contain any unfavorable elements. It 
can be mixed with any type of light-weight reinforced con- 
crete; It oan be used as wall plate or floor slab struo»- 
tures. Take external walls as an example, if No» 5Q.pottery 
aggregate reinforced concrete were used to.make a 20-milli- 
meter thick wall, the dead weight per square meter would be 
133 kilograms, but under heat preservation requirements,, an 
.ordinary brick wall that has a. two-and-a-half brick thick- 
ness of similar size.would have a dead weight of ,9^3 kilo- 

. igrams'. ■;■■' .■.'•■• o-■- •■.•'■■■ 
y .■■.:. In the case of an 80-.decimillimeter thick floor . 

slab structure, if pottery aggregate reiaforoed concrete 
were used, thevdead-weight per square meter would be 120. 
kilograms» whereas, if multiple-ribbed, steel reinforced 
concrete slabs were adopted, the dead weight per square 
meter would be .165 •kilograms. Pottery aggregate reinforced 
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concrete is a/high efficiency öoiistrüction.material. It can 
reduce dead .weight and the obstruction; coat.    ■ ■ 

'■'.'■ (E) - .Puiiice Btöhe ,reihforcöd concrete: Pumice :. . 
stones are sponge-i 1 ike'')$&$$&&  Structures which also are na- 
tural light-wöight.V aggre§|t^ ^materials. They are found, in 
many parts of China and the'i# deposit s are very rich.... if '■■ 
pumice stoneS; were used to.make reinforced concrete, it 
would have a pressure-resisting strength of 50-300-kilograms 
per square millimeteri" It can be used to make load support- 
ing ätructures in houses. At the same time, it has excel- 
lent sound-proof and heat-proof properties» It has a high 
heat resistence (700°C)'and also is acid-proof, -it can be 
sawed off into any-thickness to be used as heat preserving 
materials»;   '•,.--: :.^-'- 

(F) Asbestos cement products} The merits of as- 
bestos cement ares light-weight, high strength, water-proof, 
incombustible, weather-proof and durable; At the same, time, 
it.can be made into.any shape and takes paint readily, 
Therefore,, it has' a very promising future as a construction 
material,■, ItVcan be used in industrial, or residential build- 
ings as roofi .floor slabs and-sanitary structural members. 
In using several, layers of asbestos cement to form röof or 
floor slabs, the dead weight of structure can be reduced 
by 50-60%  and the.construction cost per square meter struc- 
ture can be reduced by 20-25^» 

' In using -a room-size' asbestos cemsuat. «all' plate, 
the dead weight per.square meter can be reduced to 1/15 of 
the dead weight'of a brick wall and the construdtion cost 
reduced by 30%i- For: instance, in a 64-millimeter thick ' "•" 
solid load supporting brick wall, the dead weight per square 
meter is 1,250 kilograms, while a hanging wall made of a 
large-size asbestos cement plate (two pieces Of thin as- 
bestos cement plates, erected on an asbestos cement frame- 
work) and insert asbestos fibers as a heat-preserving layer, 
the dead, weight :per.square meter is only 76 kilograms. 

■■:)   A two-story four apartment building, constructed 
with asbestos cement fabricated parts, has a total dead 
weight of. 112 tons; that is, each cubic meter Of building 
has a dead weight of 156 kilograms, while the dead weight 
per square, meter is 740 kilograms, and compared to the ! dead 
Weight of a brick building, the weight is reduced by more 
than two-thirds.; Not only'this, the asbestos cement products 
need very small.amounts Of cement. For example, a square 
meter of,steel reinforced concrete needs 6O-8O kilograms 
(even up to 100 llograms) of cement, but a similar size 
asbestos cement product needs"only 40-50 kilograms of cement. 
At the same time, owing to the high strength of asbestos 
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oement, and its excellent ability to resist tensile. Stress,, 
its products need almost no metal at alii The .amount of - 
metal needed for the manufacture Off one.square-meter of 
asbestos cement wall plate is not ;;möre, than.*>ne kilogram. • 

(£) Light-weight inflated -large bricks: ..Ihese.... 
bricks are made of rubberized clay, H-rtiioh becomes inflated , 
after it is baked,under a high temperature. The bricks' me- 
its are: light dead weight (each cubic „meter has a dead weight 
of 462 kilograms), relatively high stj^E^th (the pressure- 
resisting, strength,of each square .millimeter is:37.58 kilo- 
grams and the breakage-resisting strength of each square 
millimeter is .7.85 kilograms) and excellent sound-proof . 
and heat-proof properties. The bricks are good heat pre- 
serving materials within 1,000ÖC temperature. They also 
oan be used to make load supporting .structures in low level 
buildings. 

(H) Porous silicated pieces: These are different 
from the ordinary heavy reinforced concrete pieces. Their 
raw materials are very cheap {ordinary sand and coal slag), 

■whioh, together with local adhesive materials (lime), form 
into silicated structures., Their characteristics are: (a) 
tihere are no rough aggregate materials in their oompounds . 
(broken stones, and pebbles) but they are. of granular struc- 
ture; (b) their adhesive materials have a special property 
which is formed during the steaming and compressing treat- 
ment by the mutual reaction of oalolum hydroxide and the 
Silicon dioxide on the surface, of the quartz sand.. 

Porous silicated pieces have a light weight (each, 
cubic meter is within 700 kilograms) and can support quite 
a heavy load (their strength reaches 50.-100 kilograms per 
square millimeter) and they also have a heat-proof property. 
Therefore, they pan be.used to make into large-size pre- 
fabricated pieces, wall plates and floor.slabs,, which great- 
ly reduoe .the dead weight of structure, raise heat-proof 
property, economize cement and lower, construction cost. 

r.(I). Perlite and per lite powder: Perlite is the 
best light-weight construction material- and sound-proof and 
heat-proof materials. It can be made into fine construction 
material that has a volume .weight of 50-300 kilograms per . 
cubic meter (the granule diameter ranges from 0.15-5 milli- 
meters), generally, In a rotating kiln, it is possible to 
produce the volume weight of 3.00-500 kilograms per cubic < 
meter and the granule diameter 3-20 taillimeters. Using it 
together with cement.adhesive materials, ti^ht-weight re- 
inforced concrete with the grade number ranging from 25- ;, 
100 oan be produoed.and its volume weight is 600-900 kilo- 
grams per cubic:'.meter. This type of reinforced conorete is 
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suitable tot  load supporting in 4-5 story buildings and al- 
so for non-load supporting walls;\ ■..-■■: . 

;. Perlite powder refers; to the broken, perlite stones 
whose'diameter is undör:setiräl deöitoilliiiieters. They are 
given ä sudden heat; trWtm^htvuhder a lj 000°C temperature 0 
Through the- expansion of the air bubbles, these broken stones 
:become Inflated and hollowed in the center, as natural glass 
semi-transparent and semi-grey granular materials.; They: 
are 'very light:and the ir volume proport ibhal we ight is.0.04- 

; 0o2* They are fire-proof, water-proof, sound-proof and heat- 
■■■ proof. :-Besides being used as aggregate materials for re- 
inforcedconcrete and mortar, they are good sound-^poof ; 
and'heat-proof materials. 

'-'■■■■'■ '(O-): Mineral slag fibers and asbestos fibers: ; 
Mineral' slag fibers are new heat preserving and sound ab- 
sorbing ma^^riälsV -These are made by applying the steam or 
air blowing fror.v 4-8 large air compressors to the hot smelt 
mineral1 sl^gs^^'rhese fibers have many merits: small volume 
-weight '(150-250 kilograms per cubic meter), low heat con- 
ductionv(bo04-0eOf kilo-calorie per meter, hour, degree), 
excellent %ound-^roof property, non-combustible, cannot be 
easily shaken, and are not affected by weather. 

The more important fact is that they have a plenti- 
ful supply of raw materials. If a workshop is established 
near a hlast furnace, these fibers can be made without fuels. 
Mineral slag fibers need very low production cost and can 
economize a,great amount of fuels. In construction, a lay- 
er of mineral slag fibers with, a thickness of 2,5-3 milli- 
meters has a heat-preserving property which is equivalent 
to that of a brick wall that has a thickness of more than 
50 'millimeters. ' > V; ;•--' 

■'. Asbestos fibers, as mineral slag fibers, are new in- 
sulating, heat-preserving and sound-proof materials, As- 
bestos 3tohes: are melted by a high temperature into a li- 

• quid, which is diffused by hot steam and blown into a"mist, 
which in turn Is drawn into long.fine fibers. . Asbestos 
fibers haVe. the same properties as those of the mineral 

'slag fibers. In those^areas where there is no mineral slag, 
asbestos fibers "should;be adopted. ./■■' 

r.i  -•- (K) Aluminum and aluminum alloy: In the present 
constrüctlohindustry, aluminum and aluminum alloy are be- 
coming more widely used. Their merits are: small volume 
weight (2.7-2.8 tons per cubic meter, about 1/3 of the weight 

.r-'-bf"'-'stöei)v but they have the strength of No. 3 steel and 
Sunder certain conditions, their strength is greater than 
thatof steel. They are more durable: than„,steel under any 
weather conditions'. ■ In the open air, after oxidization takes 
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place on aluminum, a thin coat is formed and;lt. proteots- 
the aluminum from being further eaten by/leather, ... o.:,.-  : 

Through heat treatment and pressing, aluminum can 
be rolled into various typeä and shapes of•structures, /. 
If aluminum structure is used to substitute for steel"struc- 
ture, the dead weight is reduoed'.'by. 2/3,or even more.- The 
greatest aluminum structure in the world is the Hartfield 
.airplane hanger!(span 66  meters, length 100 metersj and, 
height 14 meters), its structural dead weight .Is only one-; 
:seventh of that of steel structure. ;However, it.has weak- 
nesses; too. For instance, its elastic mould weight is small, 
only 700,000-800,000 kilograms per square millimeter(steel 
is 2ilxl06 kilogram per square millimeter). Consequently, 
aluminum structure has a greater possibility to lose its 
shape than a. steel structure (about three times greater);. 
At the same time, the coefficient of expansion of its temp- 

:erature is twice as great as that of steel, . As a result», 
this type of structure has a more readily temperature, change. 
But, the above weaknesses can be overcome, only if: the ring- 
shape or box-^shape cross-section is adopted so that the•."'.;, 
Strength of the structure can.be increased. 3uoh a strucr 
ture. remains1a very good Structure, 

;• .; .Aluminum and aluminum alloy structures can be join- 
ed together by rivets (it must be done by oold rivets, be- 
cause hot rivets may oause annealing of .the structure.and 
lower the mechanical property of the alloy), welding, ;ahd 
high strength bolts or they may be Joined together by glue 
•or glue with high strength bolts. The adoption of such, 
structural materials will greatly reduce the dead weight 
Of structures. ,..;-. 

(L) Plastics: The term plastics is a general name, 
whijh-inoludas many compound materials.. Thesis .materials oon- 
tain toany different ohemical.elements and physical propsr- 
..tierf'u They "have relatively great mechanical .strength (close 
to the strength of steel alloy) and elasticity and they.have 
small heat and sound conduction and low specific gravity , 
(as the T.oiume weight for foam plastics and porous plastics 
is 30 kilograms per oubic meter)* Plastics do not rust and 
they are not affected by weather, so, when plastics are 
used as structural ribs, their.strength is twice as high 
as Steel.■ Oh account of this,, plastics can substitute for 
ste^l structures. Plastics can be used in industrial and 
civil construction as load supporting or hon-load support- 
ing structural members and parts. , For example, if plastios 
are used.for the construction^of walls, they are more solid 
than brick walls and their dead weight is Etgh&err than that 
of the latter by-many times (a plastic wall made of two porous 
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or .foam plastic plates is lighter than all other, types: of 
walls, by two-thirds to;. thre e-fourths ;;of their weight}f;i They 
have very small heat conduction. They take paint readily. 
They can be made . in any oiie, c^lo^.ot' the Imitation of any 
natural material;.!such 4s.|£r;dpi&i:^ 

;\-? Elastics can .be,used-$b^ Äake sanitary equipment, v 
the.entire structurev including the, partition wall,^floor 
tiles, ceiling, .bath tub,. basin, toilet bowlj, pipings* ven- 
tilation equipment, and all the other accessories of:,,sani^ 
tary equipment in-the house,- and has a;tot.alr deadxfeight,, 
(including the complete equipment) that does not:exceed 350 
kilograms., ■■.-,.:• '>:;-,-'" .. •,:■ .    ':::..:*..-/;■ ^;V-.-- .: Y=vv^'^: •.-/'.M-.-V 3.-V. 

.  If "foam> amino-plastics", nebular and porous plas- 
tics are used to. serve as heat-proof •.materials, in the frame- 
work of.a house the.dead weight of\ the structure can be re- 
duced to 10D-15Q. kilograms per cubic/ meterv'..Rubber compounds 
together wi oh glass fibers or glass, cloth can he ^coordinated 
to form into good heat-proof and sound-propf. materials or 
to be made into load carrying wave-like., roof piate.s:r pres- 
sure water pipee. telephone poles,;and other .load supporting 
bending structural- members.M : Each square "meter.' of plastic; 
,roof plates has a dead weight of 2-2.5 kilograms,- permits 
$$%  of the sun rays and ultra violet rays■"■■to';--,go.;throughthe 
plates and can supporting an effective load of |-00; kilo- 
grams per square meter. The chemical properties of the 
plastics enable their products to become' soiidvand ;durable 
and. at the .same time to*.have an;;insulating property,. Plas- 
tics can be made into any shape through heat; .treatment and 
they.can be easily joined together-or glued;together. ; 

-.-.' Glass fibers can be compressed into: compound:; materi- 
als,, which are called:-elastic plastics*: .They are not ;.af- . 
fected by steam crystallized products and haye,a:strong 
fire-proof property.' These plastic materials,-ca,n be - jiade . 
into doors andwindows. /They are better than wood because 
they do not shrink, nor expand, nor warp», ;;Use. compounded- 
ethyl fether and tree rubber into, plastic; glass to serve as 
transparent roof/plates .and sun-porch; protecting-structures* 
This glass has a; high strength, Is ineombustible^and; is ^ 
not affected by weather. ; Plastics have many merits. •;, They 
will be widely employed in the construction: industry and,;, 
have: a very broad development ,in the-.future/,^ r ^vi:;^'.:'^.-:^. 

-3« Several Problems Concerning; the Reduction of -■;':<'■[-'-: -•■ :.:•".■"■ 
■ "'■   Dead We ight of Structure - ' i'< >■■'■ '-';' 

(1) As said in the above, 'in construction de'sighing, 
to put great efforts in the' reduction of dead) weight of ■"'•■'- 
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struötüre is a ve;ry important problem that lä confronting 
'V -us' now'and-that we have to overoome* But in overall de-.. 

sighing, attention must be given to the coordination of re- 
ducing the'dead We i^^ and the economy of val- 
uable construction materials;•« of reducing the dead weight 
of structure and the utilization of local construction ma- 
terials* -of reducing the dead weight of structure and:the 
'Construction technical level at the time, and-at the place; 
or1" perhaps, it may be said, attention must be. given to; the 
coordination1 of-future outlook and the present outlook* -\ 

C'Cc ' v- If looking only from the view point of reducing ; ; 
the dead weight of the structure, it is better to ..use steel 
structure than to use steel reinforced concrete structure 

;> because the strength of material of the former-is greater,1 

.than'that of the latter. However, at present* China must 
; • usö'steel reinforced:concrete structures to substitute for 

steel structure in order to economize valuable steel materials. 
' ! "Again, looking from the view point of reducing the 

dead weight1 of structures, bricks and stones are not very 
<■ ideal /construe tion materials. However, in many areas, now 
there is still a lack of a better construction material, , 
Whiie^bricks and' stones- can be obtained from the looal areas 

- and their supply is * very immense. Under such o Ircumstanc.e s, 
we'must use bricks and stones to fulfill our construction 
task. Of course, we must give more consideration to the 
%irUctur;ar shape of the brick and stone structures so as to 
kdbpt the most reasonable new structural shapes for the re- 
duction of the dead Weight of structure. Looking from the 
view point'of reducing the dead weight of structure, space 

'^structure is definitely lighter than horizontal structure. 
At-the'same time, we must also remember that the construction 
of space:structure is more difficult than that of a horizon- 
tal "structure i In using space structures, consideration 
must'be 'given to the overall looal conditions, construc- 
tion fäötörs-'and technical level. 

r^" - In-short, in all the ways that the^ reduction of the 
•-■*■■ 'dead' weight"''of- structure may be■ accomplished as we have 

enumerated in the above discussion, some of them are nothing 
but-distant-pictures as far as some areas and units are • 
concerned and they are not realities. For example,: the • - 
application of-aluminum'alloy and plastics can definitely 
reduce the dead weight of structure, but at present, these 
materials are far ,from sufficient, so they cannot.be univer- 
sally employed in construction.' Accordingly,awhile we are 
considering the reduotlon of the dead weight of structure, 

,;• we: must give attention.to-the other faotors and to make an 
all-out consideration.;.so that we may fulfill our, goal in a 
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"more, faster; better* and öheapei* manner"» 
Here, We must especially point but that we too are 

Opposing $hose who stress the importance of the factors of 
difficulties and material limitations and do not actively 

f      create conditions for the application of the many" hew struts»- 
tures and new materials to reduce the dead weight of struc- 
ture, ■'"■'..'..■ 

(2) The reduction of the dead freight of structure 
must start with big factors. -We must improve structure space 

■■'..'".and plain arrangement and adopt high efficiency structure 
and new materials. We must not rely on small factors which 
may affect the safety of the structure. Here is an example 
to Illustrate the point: a certain designing institute a- 

; dopted an un-prestressed polygon-shape house framing (18 
and 24 meters). The framing dead weight was light and used 
a small amount of steel. Its construction cost was low. 
All prestressed house framings oannot compare with it. The 
designer had actually shown great talent in these respects. 
But, this framing has its own weaknesses, that is, it re- 
lied too much on certain factors. For instance, the cross- 
section of the framing members was too small, while the 
joint between the sky-light framing and the horizontal 
bracings with the house framing was too simple, rendering 
the rigidity of the joint between the structure itself and 
the structural members too weak. After construction began, 
the framing had to be strengthened. As a result, more steel 
materials were used. Therefore, in adopting such a method 
to reduce the dead weight of structure, it actually affect- 
ed the safety of the structure. This method is not suitable. 

(3) While we try to reduce the dead weight of struc- 
ture, we must give attention to the entire and partial sta- 
bility of the structure. Because we are employing more and 
more high strength materials, structural members become 
more and more delicate, thinner and thinner. From now on, 
the possibility of structures breaking down due to insuf- 
ficient strength of the structural members, becomes relative- 
ly fewer, while the possibility of destroying the structure 
on account of the loss of the entire and partial stability 
of the structure, becomes greater. Consequently, the pro- 
blem of structural stability will become an important item 
in the agenda for the conference. At present, our knowledge 
and experience in this field are far from sufficient and 
we must make plans far in advance. 

10,010 - END - 
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